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In this imaginative adventure from Newbery
Medal–winning author Beverly Cleary, a young
mouse named Ralph is thrown into a world of
excitement when a boy and his shiny toy motorcycle
check in to the Mountain View Inn. When the evercurious Ralph spots Keith's red toy motorcycle, he
vows to ride it. So when Keith leaves the bike
unattended in his room one day, Ralph makes his
move. But with all this freedom (and speed!) come a
lot of obstacles. Whether dodging a rowdy terrier or
keeping his nosy cousins away from his new wheels,
Ralph has a lot going on! And with a pal like Keith
always looking out for him, there's nothing this little
mouse can't handle. This timeless classic now
features a foreword written by New York Times
bestselling author Kate DiCamillo, as well as an
exclusive interview with Beverly Cleary herself. The
Mouse and the Motorcycle is perfect for independent
reading or for shared reading at home or in a
classroom. This fun story is the first of a trilogy,
along with Runaway Ralph and Ralph S. Mouse, all
inspired by the author's hope to create appealing
books for boys and girls—and by the sight of her son
playing with toy cars.
Test Prep Book's CDL Study Guide Book: Test
Preparation & Training Manual for the Commercial
Drivers License (CDL) Exam Developed by Test
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Prep Books for test takers trying to achieve a
passing score on the CDL exam, this comprehensive
study guide includes: -Quick Overview -Test-Taking
Strategies -Introduction -Driving Safely -Transporting
Cargo Safely -Transporting Passengers Safely -Air
Brakes -Combination Vehicles -Doubles and Triples
-Tank Vehicles -Hazardous Materials -School Buses
-Pre-Trip Vehicle Inspection Test -Basic Vehicle
Control Skills Test -On-Road Driving -Practice
Questions -Detailed Answer Explanations
Disclaimer: CDL(R) is a registered trademark of
Commercial Drivers License, which was not involved
in the production of, and does not endorse, this
product. Each section of the test has a
comprehensive review created by Test Prep Books
that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely
to appear on the CDL test. The Test Prep Books
CDL practice test questions are each followed by
detailed answer explanations. If you miss a question,
it's important that you are able to understand the
nature of your mistake and how to avoid making it
again in the future. The answer explanations will
help you to learn from your mistakes and overcome
them. Understanding the latest test-taking strategies
is essential to preparing you for what you will expect
on the exam. A test taker has to not only understand
the material that is being covered on the test, but
also must be familiar with the strategies that are
necessary to properly utilize the time provided and
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get through the test without making any avoidable
errors. Test Prep Books has drilled down the top testtaking tips for you to know. Anyone planning to take
this exam should take advantage of the CDL training
review material, practice test questions, and testtaking strategies contained in this Test Prep Books
study guide.
This text is designed to be a supplement to all
courses in Automotive Technology. This text is part
of the Pearson Automotive Series. Preparing today's
automotive students for career success! Marketleading ASE Test Prep and Study Guide has been
fully updated and expanded to address the latest
technology and automotive systems. Written to
current ASE tasks and standards, the guide covers
ASE areas A1-A9, G1, and L1 with hundreds of test
questions that use similar wording to the actual ASE
certification tests. The new third edition includes a
list of the task that ASE states will be covered in the
certification tests as well as the time allocated for
each test. The study guide also includes a complete
explanation for why the right answer is correct as
well as why the wrong answers are not correct. The
3rd edition reflects changes to the ASE certification
tests since the last revision. It includes many new
questions, some with electrical schematics, as well
as new test prep features.
MODERN MOTORCYCLE TECHNOLOGY, Third
Edition, provides an in-depth, visually rich guide to
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the internal and external workings of today’s
motorcycles. The book begins with an overview of
motorcycle technology, including the history of the
motorcycle and the current state of the industry.
Coverage then progresses to safety measures,
engine operation, internal combustion engines (twostroke and four-stroke), electrical fundamentals,
motorcycle maintenance, and troubleshooting.
Thoroughly updated, the Third Edition includes the
latest motorcycle models and technology from
today’s top manufacturers, as well as additional
material on topics such as fuel injection, suspension
systems, and electronics. Now better than ever, this
trusted guide is ideal for anyone seeking the
knowledge and skills to succeed in today’s
motorcycle technology field. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Riding motorcycles is fun, but author Ken Condon
maintains that there is a state of consciousness to
be achieved beyond the simple pleasure of riding
down the road. Riding in the Zone helps riders find
that state of being. It's the experience of being
physically and mentally present in the moment,
where every sense is sharply attuned to the ride.
Your mind becomes silent to the chatter of daily life,
and everyday problems seem to dissolve. You feel a
deeper appreciation for life. Your body responds to
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this state of being with precise, fluid movements, you
feel in balance, your muscles are relaxed, and it
seems as though every input you make is an
expression of mastery. This is "the Zone." Condon
identifies all of the factors that affect entering the
Zone and addresses each one individually, from the
development of awareness and mental skills to
mastering physical control of the motorcycle. At the
end of each chapter are drills designed to transform
the book's ideas into solid, practical riding skills.
Riding in the Zone takes riders to the next level in
their skill set.
The California Driver handbook offers a
comprehensive overview of the rules of the road and
includes the following topics: how to acquire a new
license or renew an existing license, a summary of
standard road signs, safe driving tips, and how to
properly share the road with other vehicles, mass
transit, pedestrians, and cyclists.
How does this work?Everyone jokes about the
ferocity of Maine winters, but driving in them is no
laughing matter, which is why in order to get your
driver's permit, you need to thoroughly study this: the
Maine Driver's Handbook. Even if you've lived in
Maine your entire life, there are probably things you
don't know, and this latest version, which we pull
directly from the Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles
page, contains only the very latest in laws and
regulations. Once you feel comfortable with the
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handbook information, you can start practicing with
our free Maine permit practice tests, so that you'll be
prepared for the real exam. Finally, it'll be time to
schedule the exam, and soon, you'll have a Maine
driver's permit of your very own!
"Chapter questions and answer key ; language &
literacy activities ; teacher guide for easy
implementation."--Cover.
FINALIST FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 10 BEST
BOOKS OF 2017, NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW WINNER OF THE L.A. TIMES BOOK
PRIZE FOR FICTION and THE ASPEN WORDS
LITERARY PRIZE “A breathtaking novel…[that]
arrives at an urgent time.” —NPR “It was as if Hamid
knew what was going to happen to America and the
world, and gave us a road map to our future… At
once terrifying and … oddly hopeful.” —Ayelet
Waldman, The New York Times Book Review
“Moving, audacious, and indelibly human.”
—Entertainment Weekly, “A” rating A New York
Times bestseller, the astonishingly visionary love
story that imagines the forces that drive ordinary
people from their homes into the uncertain embrace
of new lands. In a country teetering on the brink of
civil war, two young people meet—sensual, fiercely
independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed.
They embark on a furtive love affair, and are soon
cloistered in a premature intimacy by the unrest
roiling their city. When it explodes, turning familiar
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streets into a patchwork of checkpoints and bomb
blasts, they begin to hear whispers about
doors—doors that can whisk people far away, if
perilously and for a price. As the violence escalates,
Nadia and Saeed decide that they no longer have a
choice. Leaving their homeland and their old lives
behind, they find a door and step through. . . . Exit
West follows these remarkable characters as they
emerge into an alien and uncertain future, struggling
to hold on to each other, to their past, to the very
sense of who they are. Profoundly intimate and
powerfully inventive, it tells an unforgettable story of
love, loyalty, and courage that is both completely of
our time and for all time.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Motorcycles, Fourth
Edition, is the most complete book on motorcycles,
covering everything from how to choose and
maintain a motorcycle and how to buy appropriate
gear, to how to ride safely, and how to make the
most out of trips on the open road.
Acclaimed as one of the most exciting books in the
history of American letters, this modern epic became
an instant bestseller upon publication in 1974,
transforming a generation and continuing to inspire
millions. This 25th Anniversary Quill Edition features
a new introduction by the author; important
typographical changes; and a Reader's Guide that
includes discussion topics, an interview with the
author, and letters and documents detailing how this
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extraordinary book came to be. A narration of a
summer motorcycle trip undertaken by a father and
his son, the book becomes a personal and
philosophical odyssey into fundamental questions of
how to live. The narrator's relationship with his son
leads to a powerful self-reckoning; the craft of
motorcycle maintenance leads to an austerely
beautiful process for reconciling science, religion,
and humanism. Resonant with the confusions of
existence, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance is a touching and transcendent book of
life.
Preparing for the DMV Test is really not an easy task
these days as it has become somewhat complicated.
However, it is still not altogether hopeless because
something or situation is termed hopeless or difficult
only when there are no possible solutions around.
But with this test guide, there is an easy and better
solution to achieving success in the DMV test, now.
You don't need to lose your sleep anymore or give in
to worry, This Arizona DMV practice permit test book
will guide and help you pass the real test. However,
that is why it is called the Arizona DMV practice
permit tests book! We are sure that taking these
practice permit tests for Arizona as provided in this
book, you will be launched closer to getting your
anticipated success behind the wheels and we are
happy to give you a hand on the way! This manual
which will certainly serve as a standard guide
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towards ensuring your success in the DMV test was
written to enable you to get acquainted with the real
DMV test. With this guide, there is really no need to
be afraid of failing anymore as the questions
contained in it are close enough to what you will see
and be tested on in the real DMV test.There are over
250 questions and answer in this guide, this will give
you an in-depth knowledge as well as sufficient
preparation for the test. The question covers
defensive driving, road markings/signs, and turnings.
It also includes some questions on braking, steering
techniques, and skid controls. There are many more
questions in the book to ensure that you pass your
test at first try. You are certain of achieving an
excellent result at the end. You are strongly advised
to do well to repeat each practical test until you can
achieve a consistent score of about 90% and above.
We have no doubt that with proper preparation which
this book will make possible, you will no doubt
achieve maximum success in your Arizona DMV
license test on the first sitting. As we have guided
many test-takers towards achieving success in their
DMV test, this manual was put together to give a
helping hand to many more. Get your copy and
enjoy success all the way in your DMV test.
Congratulations!
Covers everything from how to choose and maintain
a motorcycle and how to buy appropriate gear to
how to ride safely, and how to make the most out of
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trips on the open road. It also discusses motorcycle
history and the timeless motorcycle mystique.
This is the book for the motorcyclist who wants to do
it right! The Motorcycle Safety Foundation's Guide to
Motorcycling Excellence is the most complete and
authoritative guide to motorcycle safe-riding
techniques and strategies. More than one million
students have completed courses developed by the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation, and this book is the
culmination of what this leading rider-training
organization has learned about teaching students of
all ages and experience levels. It is the perfect
refresher for anyone who has taken an MSF class
and it will be an eye-opener for those who have not
yet taken a formal training course. In a clear,
engaging style with detailed diagrams and extensive
full-color photographs and illustrations, the book
covers rider attitude, proper gear, basic and
advanced street skills, and performance, as well as
skill maintenance and troubleshooting. Topics
include how to stop quickly when necessary;
avoiding traffic hazards; applying evasive
maneuvers; countersteering for better control;
traveling safely and skillfully in a group; identifying
and fixing mechanical problems; riding smoothly at
high and low speeds; maintaining momentum in offhighway riding; and much, much more. The
Motorcycle Safety Foundation's Guide to
Motorcycling Excellence is a remarkable source of
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riding wisdom and the definitive reference for the
sport.
The Arizona Department of Transportation Motor
Vehicle Division (ADOT MVD) is pleased to provide
this guide to Arizona traffic laws and information for
obtaining a driver license or identification card. This
manual also provides essential safety information for
both new and experienced Arizona drivers. ADOT
MVD delivers services to millions of Arizona
motorists each year. In line with the Division's vision
of getting Arizona "out of the line and safely on the
road" we are continuously improving processes to
provide swift and efficient service. In addition to
coming into an office, ADOT MVD offers alternative
methods for Arizonans to access services. For
example, through ServiceArizona.com, customers
are able to complete more than 20 motor vehicle
transactions, such as renewing your vehicle
registration, requesting a replacement driver license,
updating your address, and purchasing a
personalized or specialty license plate. We also
encourage Arizona drivers to take advantage of the
more than 160 privately operated Authorized Third
Party locations to serve you across the state.
Several of these locations offer both Title and
Registration and driver license transactions!
The book to drive biker fans hog wild. The most
complete book on motorcycles covers everything
from motorcycle maintenance and appropriate gear
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to safety tips, new rules and venues, recommended
buys, and making the most out of trips on the open
road. It also includes a completely updated buyer's
guide featuring photos and write-ups of latest street,
sport, and dirt bikes. ? Revised edition with more
than 400 photos ? Includes new information on the
newest breed of fuel alternative and three-wheel
bikes
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her
neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she
sees the people and places she's always known.
She also sees a community that is rapidly changing
around her"-This Tennessee Comprehensive Driver License
Manual has been divided into three (3) separate
sections. The purpose of this manual is to provide a
general understanding of the safe and lawful
operation of a motor vehicle. Mastering these skills
can only be achieved with practice and being mindful
of Tennessee laws and safe driving
practices.Section AThis section is designed for all
current and potential drivers in Tennessee. It
provides information that all drivers will find useful.
Section A consists of pages 1 through 24. This
section will help new and experienced drivers alike
get ready for initial, renewal, and other license
applications by explaining:* the different types of
licenses available* the documentation and other
requirements for license applications* details on
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Intermediate Driver Licenses and how this graduated
driver license works for driver license applicants
under age 18* basic descriptions of the tests
required to obtain a Driver LicenseSection BThis
section is designed to help new drivers study and
prepare for the required knowledge and skills for an
operator license. It includes helpful practice test
questions at the end of each chapter. Section B
consists of pages 25 through 90. This section of the
manual provides information related to:* Examination
requirements for the vision, knowledge and road
tests* Traffic signs, signals, and lane markings*
Basic Rules of the Road* Being a responsible driver
and knowing the dangers and penalties of Driving
Under the Influence of alcohol and drugs.Section
CThis section provides information and safety tips to
improve the knowledge of all highway users to
minimize the likelihood of a crash and the
consequences of those that do occur. This section
consists of pages 91-117. It also provides
information about sharing the road with other
methods of transportation, which have certain rights
and privileges on the highways which drivers must
be aware of and respect.It is important to read this
information and learn what you can do to stay safe,
and keep your family safe, on the streets, roads and
highways of our great state.
This publication is the official theory test book for car
drivers, compiled by the Driver and Vehicle Standards
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Agency. It contains multiple choice questions from the
whole theory test question bank, with answers and
explanations, dealing with topics such as: alertness and
attitude, vehicle safety and handling, safety margins,
hazard awareness, vulnerable road users, motorway
rules and rules of the road, road and traffic signs,
documents, accidents, and vehicle loading.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover the lifechanging memoir that has inspired millions of readers
through the Academy Award®–winning actor’s
unflinching honesty, unconventional wisdom, and
lessons learned the hard way about living with greater
satisfaction. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN “McConaughey’s book
invites us to grapple with the lessons of his life as he
did—and to see that the point was never to win, but to
understand.”—Mark Manson, author of The Subtle Art of
Not Giving a F*ck I’ve been in this life for fifty years,
been trying to work out its riddle for forty-two, and been
keeping diaries of clues to that riddle for the last thirtyfive. Notes about successes and failures, joys and
sorrows, things that made me marvel, and things that
made me laugh out loud. How to be fair. How to have
less stress. How to have fun. How to hurt people less.
How to get hurt less. How to be a good man. How to
have meaning in life. How to be more me. Recently, I
worked up the courage to sit down with those diaries. I
found stories I experienced, lessons I learned and forgot,
poems, prayers, prescriptions, beliefs about what
matters, some great photographs, and a whole bunch of
bumper stickers. I found a reliable theme, an approach to
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living that gave me more satisfaction, at the time, and
still: If you know how, and when, to deal with life’s
challenges—how to get relative with the inevitable—you
can enjoy a state of success I call “catching
greenlights.” So I took a one-way ticket to the desert and
wrote this book: an album, a record, a story of my life so
far. This is fifty years of my sights and seens, felts and
figured-outs, cools and shamefuls. Graces, truths, and
beauties of brutality. Getting away withs, getting caughts,
and getting wets while trying to dance between the
raindrops. Hopefully, it’s medicine that tastes good, a
couple of aspirin instead of the infirmary, a spaceship to
Mars without needing your pilot’s license, going to
church without having to be born again, and laughing
through the tears. It’s a love letter. To life. It’s also a
guide to catching more greenlights—and to realizing that
the yellows and reds eventually turn green too. Good
luck.
The Motorcycle Permit Test "How to Pass on Your First
Try!" Updated for the 2017 test! Over 170 practice test
questions! A must-have for anyone who would like to
pass on their first try. We show you what to study and
how to beat the test. The thought of getting your
Motorcycle license can be a little bit intimidating, but with
a few simple guidelines and test taking strategies, you'll
be well on the road to success. Did you know that 70
percent of first-time test takers fail the permit test? Our
practice tests have over 170 test questions and are an
excellent way to prepare you for the actual written test.
Each of the 4 tests contain questions that are very
similar to the actual test questions. By preparing, using
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these supplemental practice questions, as opposed to
reading and rereading the DMV handbook which is very
time consuming and can be a waste of time, you will
learn basic driving skills, road sign and traffic signal
meanings, when to pull over for emergency vehicles,
speed limits in various zones, how to handle accidents,
and much more. You will also learn how to answer the
trick questions which appear time and time again on the
test! Also included in the book are valuable test taking
strategies, safe driving tips, and safe driver checklists.
Passing the first time will save you money, time, and the
stress of having to study again. It will also give you
confidence and prepare you for the road driving test.
With a little preparation and concentration, you can
master the rules of the road and navigate your license
test with confidence.
Taking the California Learner's Permit Test? Ace It
Without Any Problems With the Help of This California
DMV Driver's Handbook. The driving exam features a
variety of questions that will gauge your quick-thinking
skills and require you to use common sense. The
questions featured in this book will help you understand
what to expect come test-time and increase your
chances of earning your learner's permit. Would you like
to: Obtain your Learner's Permit without a hitch? Have a
perfect score on California Learner's Permit Test? Be
prepared for any question on the test? It doesn't matter if
you are a terrible test taker or have trouble absorbing a
lot of information, or even worse, you don't have much
time to study. The California DMV Driver's Handbook
Workbook is here to prepare you for the upcoming
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Learner's Permit Test. All the guides and exercises you
can find inside are written in a detailed but
straightforward manner - perfect for beginners and
people who have busy schedules. By using this
workbook as a fundamental learning tool, and as a
guide, you will prepare yourself for all the questions you
need to answer in order to pass your exam - your
success will be guaranteed.
Popular motorcycle journalist and author Mark
Zimmerman brings a comfortable, conversational tone to
his easy-to-understand explanations of how motorcycles
work and how to maintain them and fix them when they
don't. This practical tutorial covers all brands and styles
of bikes, making it a perfect companion to the owner's
service manual whether you need to use the step-bystep instructions for basic maintenance techniques to
wrench on your bike yourself or just want to learn
enough to become an informed customer at your local
motorcycle service department. This book includes more
than 500 color photos and a thorough index to make it an
especially user-friendly reference for home motorcycle
mechanics of all skill levels.
This book contains driver's manual for the State of New
Hampshire

Looking to get your CDL and start a new and
profitable career? Do you work in manufacturing and
your boss wants you to get a Commercial Driver's
License? Then you're probably starting to worry
about your CDL test. This Book Will Make YOUR
Exam Preparation A Breeze! Based on the current
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CDL exams, the unique CDL STUDY GUIDE
2021-2022 focuses on what you need to know. Easyto-follow review chapters cover all the topics tested
on the exams, including: - General Knowledge Passenger Transport - Combination Vehicles Hazardous Materials - Tankers - Doubles/Triples School Bus - Air Brakes - Metal Coil Checklists,
diagrams, and definitions of must-know terms help
reinforce your knowledge and skills as you study.
And much more!!! The CDL STUDY GUIDE
2021-2022 is your complete preparation tool for the
Commercial Driver's License exam. It covers in great
detail all of the important information that you need
to know specifically for the exam, and is presented to
you in a manner that is easy to understand and
absorb. CDL test prep is a must for anyone
preparing for this career-building exam!
You're probably thinking this is just another typical
study guide. Because we know your time is limited,
we've created a product that isn't like most study
guides. With Trivium Test Prep's unofficial AFOQT
Study Guide 2020-2021: AFOQT Exam Prep and
Practice Questions for the Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test you'll benefit from a quick but total
review of everything tested on the exam with real
examples, graphics, and information. Imagine having
your study materials on your phone or tablet! Trivium
Test Prep's NEW AFOQT Study Guide 2020-2021
comes with FREE online resources, including:
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practice questions, online flashcards, study "cheat"
sheets, and 35 tried and tested test tips. These easy
to use materials give you that extra edge you need
to pass the first time. USAF was not involved in the
creation or production of this product, is not in any
way affiliated with Trivium Test Prep, and does not
sponsor or endorse this product. Trivium Test Prep's
AFOQT Study Guide 2020-2021 offers: A full review
of what you need to know for the Air Force Officer
Qualifying Test Practice questions for you to practice
and improve Test tips to help you score higher
Trivium Test Prep's AFOQT Study Guide 2020-2021
covers: Verbal Analogies Arithmetic Reasoning
Word Knowledge Math Knowledge Paragraph
Comprehension Situational Judgement SelfDescription Inventory Physical Science Table
Reading Instrument Comprehension Block Counting
Aviation Information ...and includes two FULL
practice tests! About Trivium Test Prep Trivium Test
Prep is an independent test prep study guide
company that produces and prints all of our books
right here in the USA. Our dedicated professionals
know how people think and learn, and have created
our test prep products based on what research has
shown to be the fastest, easiest, and most effective
way to prepare for the exam. Unlike other study
guides that are stamped out in a generic fashion, our
study materials are specifically tailored for your exact
needs. We offer a comprehensive set of guides
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guaranteed to raise your score for exams from every
step of your education; from high school, to college
or the military, to graduate school. Let our study
guides guide you along the path to the professional
career of your dreams!
This publication is the official theory test book for
motorcyclists compiled by the Driving Standards
Agency. It contains multiple choice questions, with
answers and explanations, dealing with topics such
as: alertness and attitude, safety margins, hazard
awareness, vulnerable road users, motorcycle
handling, motorway rules and rules of the road, road
and traffic signs, documents, accidents, and
motorcycling loading. This edition is valid for theory
tests taken from 26th September 2005.
This best-selling book is also “#1 book in motorcycle
safety” (Nielsen BookScan) and essential reading
for all motorcyclists regardless of their years of
experience. Author David L. Hough, a revered
motorcycle author, columnist, and riding-safety
consultant, lays out a clear course for all riders who
want to sharpen their handling skills and improve
their rides. This second edition, expanded and now
in full color, offers new riders and road warriors the
exact kind of advice they need to be prepared for
anything when on the road, how to avoid accidents,
and how to handle the unexpected. Hough, who
began motorcycling in the 1960s, tackles every
imaginable topic—from the mechanics of the bike,
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selection of the right-sized bike, and basic riding
skills to night riding, group outings, and advanced
survival tactics. In the chapter called “Motorcycle
Dynamics,” Hough spells out the equipment needed
and basic skills required to control a bike, and
specifically keeping the rider’s safety and ability to
avoid potentially injurious or fatal crashes. The
author is outspoken and direct when it comes to
safety, and he emphasizes the importance of the
rider’s braking abilities and spells out how to
improve them. The chapter offers six tried-and-true
techniques for quick-stop tactics, critical for every
rider to understand and master. He also addresses
other vital skills that riders need to evaluate and
improve, such as turning, maintaining balance and
stability, and steering. He defines, compares, and
analyzes the ins and outs of steering and control:
direct steering, countersteering, push steering, outtracking, coning, u-turns, and directional control. The
chapter called “Cornering Habits” is a virtual master
class in acceleration, deceleration, use of weight,
throttle, leaning, and handling challenging terrain.
Hough’s skill as a photographer and illustrator adds
a graphic element to his books that leads to
immediate understanding of the concepts he
explains. The detail offered in each section of the
book can only come from decades on the road, and
the author is the consummate instructor, assigning
homework to the readers in the form of exercises to
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practice and improve specific techniques that he
outlines and illustrates in the text. Any rider who
would venture out on the road without David
Hough’s voice in his head takes an unnecessary
risk with his own life. Proficient Motorcycling takes
riders from long, snaking country roads right into the
traffic of the big city, and Hough offers the best
advice for riders dealing with the most challenging
conditions, whether it’s road construction, snapjawed intersections, skateboarders, or suddenly
slippery road surfaces. A critical section of the book
offers riders advice on how to deal with automobiles,
including aggressive car drivers, oblivious SUV
drivers, or “blind” truck drivers. The book offers the
kind of first-hand experience that can literally save
riders’ lives, as illustrated in the chapters “Booby
Traps” and “Special Situations,” which offer evasive
tactics and advice to avoid and handle everything
from slick surfaces, curbs, and construction plates to
ferocious dogs, hazardous wildlife, and difficult
weather conditions. The final chapter of the book,
“Sharing the Ride,” is geared toward experienced
riders who travel together in groups or who travel
with a second passenger on the bike. Topics
covered are formation, packing for trips,
communication between riders, sidecars, trikes, and
more. The book concludes with a resources section
of organizations, training schools, educational tools,
and websites; a glossary of 80+ terms; and a
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complete index.
Eighteen countries. Five shock absorbers. Two
bikers. One amazing adventure... After their fantastic
trip round the world in 2004, fellow actors and bike
fanatics Ewan McGregor and Charley Boorman
couldn't shake the travel bug. Inspired by their
UNICEF visits to Africa, they knew they had to go
back and experience this extraordinary continent in
more depth. And so they set off on their 15,000-mile
journey with two new BMWs loaded up for the trip.
Their route took them from John O'Groats at the
northernmost tip of Scotland to Cape Agulhas on the
southernmost tip of South Africa. Along the way they
rode some of the toughest terrain in the world -- and
met some of the friendliest people. They rode their
bikes right up to the pyramids in Egypt and visited
Luke Skywalker's house in Tunisia. They met people
who had triumphed over terrifying experiences -former childhood soldiers in Uganda and children
living amidst the minefields of Ethiopia. They had a
close encounter with a family of gorillas in Rwanda
and were nearly trampled by a herd of elephants in
Botswana. Riding through spectacular scenery, often
in extreme temperatures, Ewan and Charley faced
their hardest challenges yet. With their trademark
humor and honesty they tell their story -- the drama,
the dangers and sheer exhilaration of riding together
again, through a continent filled with magic and
wonder.
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